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It’s a great time for sustainable packaging – whether that is
paperboard, glass, metal, or increasingly more eco friendly
forms of plastic (see the article on Woodly on page 36 for
plastic made from cellulose fibres from sustainable forests,
which is carbon neutral).

This issue of Packaging Solutions contains plenty of other
innovations that manufacturers and packaging producers
themselves are developing to be ever more green. Yet, whilst this is
something that everyone is now talking about, it really is nothing new in the graphic
packaging market. Even before, ‘packaging’ became international news, this has been 
a sector that lives, and is inspired by, innovation and creativity.

Brand owners demand a ‘wow’ moment from their packaging, but it also has to be
cost effective, strong, secure, fit for purpose, attractive, transportable, and make the
consumer want to buy. Increasingly, it also has to be clever and intelligent allowing
brands to communicate directly with their customers in new ways.

The packaging industry has always been pioneering and groundbreaking – not just
because the issue of the environment has come to the fore, not just because it has to
be seen to be reactive, but because it has always been proactive, and that is what the
companies in this industry simply are – innovators and inventors.

We often forget in the day to day rush of business and an increasingly competitive
market that what we do is something of which we should be very proud, and I don’t
think we give ourselves enough credit for it. 

Susan
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ANNIVERSARIES: FABULOUS AT FIFTY! KP FEATHERSTONE CELEBRATES 
Klöckner Pentaplast is celebrating the 50th year of its Featherstone plant in West Yorkshire – formerly Linpac Packaging. 

Established in 1969 Linpac Packaging began by making plastic boards and egg boxes and has evolved its product offering over

the last five decades to making sustainable food packaging made from 100% recycled polyester (rPET) that can be recycled again

into more protective recyclable packaging.

In June 2017, KP acquired Linpac Packaging, owned by the same private equity partners making the merger of the businesses

complementary to one another, expanding the product portfolio and business offering across a number of other consumer industries,

including the pharmaceutical market.

Featherstone’s 28 acre site was the first plastics manufacturer in the former Linpac group following the creation of Lincolnshire

Packaging in Louth, Lincolnshire ten years earlier. The company was set up to produce packaging for local fresh food producers

from paper and corrugated card. 

Now operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week, it runs 361 days a year, employing over 200 people locally, with 76 of those

boasting more than 20 years’ service with the company.

Producing innovative, sustainable and recyclable packaging for fresh food, including meat, fruit and vegetables, bakery products, food

service and food to go, KP also provides knowledge and expertise in marketing, design and technology. 

The site has been making its products using a considerable amount of recycled post consumer polyester (rPET) since January 2017, 

the equivalent to three billion PET bottles. It is also a world class site when it comes to certifications and standards including BRC (British

Retail Consortium), ISO:14001, ISO:9001, as well as being a signatory to Operation Clean Sweep, ensuring no leakage of plastic flakes go

into the local environment. 

INVESTMENT: COVERIS ENHANCES CAPACITY WITH HAT TRICK OF NEW INSTALLATIONS 
Coveris has taken delivery of a new Novacut 106 E and secured Bobst a further two machine orders on the back of the die cutter’s
success at its Wisbech site.

Alongside Novacut 106 E, Coveris has signed a deal to install an Expertcut 106 LER and a Visionfold 110. 
Trevor Storr, site manager at Coveris Wisbech, said: ‘We have an excellent strategic relationship with Bobst investing in a number

of its machines already. Having evaluated the options available to us, we opted for the performance we know and can count on. 
‘These investments will drive our efficiency along the processing line, meaning we can continue to deliver innovative packaging

solutions in volume to our customers and maintain the consistent quality that our customers have come to expect from us.
‘With changeover time decreased by 50% using the Novacut 106 E die cutter, our net output has increased significantly, whilst

maintaining the overall quality of our products. The two new machines will support the installation of Novacut 106 E, strengthening
our position as a full Bobst house.’
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ECO: CORRBOARD BIOENERGY BUILDS RENEWABLE ENERGY PLANT FOR CORRUGATED
BOARD MANUFACTURE
CorrBoard Bioenergy (CB Bio), a joint venture between Swanline Group and McLaren Packaging, has invested £5.5 million in the creation of a

sustainable energy generation facility fuelled by organic waste to provide heat and power for the manufacture of corrugated sheet board.

The investment will facilitate the manufacture of carbon neutral corrugated material for use at Swanline and McLaren’s respective manu-

facturing plants in Staffordshire and Port Glasgow.

Some of the waste needed for the 6400 megawatt per annum energy plant will be sourced from Swanline and McLaren’s packaging users

who require compliant food waste disposal, thus providing a robust circular economy. Remarkably, the by-product from the plant is a quality

fertiliser, pasteurised and certified to PAS 110, suitable for spreading on local farmland to aid crop growing.

CB Bio is located adjacent to CorrBoard UK, the consortium owned independent corrugated producer based in Scunthorpe of which

Swanline and McLaren are part owners. Although autonomous neighbouring businesses, this innovative facility effectively makes CorrBoard UK’s

production carbon neutral, providing an advantage to its customers and partners.

The plant has the capacity to divert 25,000 tonnes of biological waste from landfill to provide more than twice CorrBoard UK’s energy

consumption, or enough electricity and heat to sustain 1500 homes. The plant is modular in construction and therefore output capacity can be

increased in future. 

Additionally, both Swanline and McLaren expect CB Bio to substantially offset their own carbon footprints from the excess energy not

consumed by CorrBoard UK but fed to the National Grid and allocated back to them in carbon credits.

PLATES: CREATION BOOSTS CAPACITY TO MEET SUSTAINABLE DEMANDS 
Creation Reprographics has extended its capabilities by investing in additional eco friendly flexo plate production capacity
ahead of Net Zero.

The business has secured an additional Asahi AWP water washable plate processor to serve the needs of the industry, in
response to the impending carbon regulations laid out in the Net Zero campaign, which aims for carbon neutrality by 2050.

Creation originally pioneered the use of innovative AWP plate in the UK and has notably now fully eliminated harmful
solvents from its platemarking process. 

The company is focused on helping converters in the packaging, labels and wide format sectors to reduce their overall CO2

emissions through environmentally friendly photopolymer flexographic solutions at the pre-press stage. By introducing an
additional machine, the business is able to better meet the growing demand for sustainable technology across the sector. 

Matt Francklow, managing director of Creation, commented: ‘As a specialist in the pre-press environment, we understand
how important it is to our customers that they can print with outstanding quality, efficiency and repeatability. What is also
important now, with the shifting of consumer attitudes
towards the environment, is that our customers also need
to develop packaging responsibly from the outset.

The technology behind AWP offers sustainable cred-
entials without compromising on quality, presenting
excellent ink transfer and consistent plate reproduction
for precise registration and consistency. The plate also
reduces make ready with fast run up to colour due to 
its dot stability and predictability. AWP plates do not
require high temperatures for processing, which along
with a faster production time, reduces energy use 
even further.

Easy Opening  •  Kiss Cutting  •  Micro Perforation  •  Steam Release

www.coherent.com/oasis/packaging-industry
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PACKAGING: DURHAM BOX DIGITALLY REVAMPS BAD CO’S 
SELECTION PACK
Durham Box has revamped Bad Co’s mixed multi-can beer pack. Inspired by

American ale production, the beer brand needed an

update on its selection pack, comprising four different

craft beer varieties.

Durham Box has been servicing a broad segment of

the corrugated market for the last 30 years. 

A recent major investment in an EFI Nozomi C18000

digital press was key to completing the box revision

and the company was able to deliver on the

customer’s brief, with the new cutting edge

technology providing impressive image quality and fast

running speeds. The firm is the first UK packaging

manufacturer to invest in a Nozomi.

‘Our reworked packaging for Bad Co has not only improved

the digital quality of the artwork, but also streamlined production

processes to reduce waste, improve efficiency and save the client

money,’ said Durham Box’s Paul Barker.

‘We started by cleaning up the existing artwork to enhance the can imagery on the box and create deeper blacks. We were able

to reduce costs by removing any print from unseen areas of the pack. And by moving away from litho to the Nozomi, we were able

to improve the production lead time by two weeks. Keeping the entire process in-house with our latest kit, allows us to benefit from

greater control on the entire process, whilst also reducing waste.

‘We selected a B flute board grade, so were able to incorporate a clay coated outer liner, thereby providing good protection through-

out the supply chain. When primed and printed through the Nozomi, this then gives an enhanced finish with great on-shelf presence.’

North Yorkshire based Bad Co was founded five years ago, starting out with just a 10 barrel brew kit. The company has since

expanded rapidly and now produces in excess of three million pints per year.

Jill Helm from Bad Co said, ‘We have been working with Durham Box for the last two years and we have been impressed with the

excellent packaging solutions and great customer service. The company’s digital print capabilities generate fantastic savings for us.

We are now in discussion with Durham Box regarding new gift boxes for our sprint range, and we look forward to seeing the results.’
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ARDEN ENGRAVING TO INSPIRE LUXURY PACKAGING MARKET WITH NEW SCIENCE
THEMED SAMPLE BOOK 

Arden Engraving is hoping to spark the creativity of the luxury packaging market with its new

science themed swatch book.

The company has unveiled its new sample booklet showcasing its expertise in embossing

and hot foil stamping tooling targeted at the carton and label sectors.

The sample pack incorporates Arden’s range of tooling solutions and capabilities from

multi-level embossing to 3D microfoil and lenticular foil, and its product range has been

renamed to resemble a periodic table.

Sarah Poynter, operations manager, said: ‘We have braved the elements to create our new

swatch book inspired by the science, technology and innovation that is all around us – we

have even brought Albert Einstein to life in multi-level blind emboss.

‘When it comes to innovation, we have got it down to a science – combining the highest precision engineering and cutting edge machinery

to create the finest of finishes, and now our customers can see and feel the range of embellishment we can help them achieve.

‘We recognise there has been a real surge in demand for embossing and foiling finishes on packaging and labels, as the industry knows the

sense of luxury and quality that this level of embellishment can add to a brand.

‘We hope that by presenting our innovative machining technologies and tooling in this way it will help our customers discover their lightbulb

moment and inspire some unique and distinguished designs for their luxury packaging needs.’

Arden Engraving is also committed to promoting sustainable packaging and the new sample pack is printed on carbon balanced paper.

This paper is sourced through Antalis, which works with the World Land Trust to balance the carbon expended in the paper production

process through the protection and promotion of indigenous forestry.

The new swatch book comes after Arden Engraving, which operates from three sites around the world, recently marked 20 years in the

industry with a new look.

To order your sample book go to www.ardenengraving.com or e-mail orders@ardenengraving.com

GROUP cyanx.co.uk
+44 (0)3333 218521
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ONLINE: PARKSIDE LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE 
Parkside has launched a new website to showcase its know-

ledge, product innovations and packaging expertise on a

new contemporary interface.

The new look website boasts a whole host of additional feat-

ures and updates, with the fresh layout enabling easier navigation

and sourcing of accurate and straightforward information.

Sales and innovation director at Parkside, Paula Birch, said:

‘Developing the new website is something we have been

eager to do this year in order that we could present our

innovative solutions and expertise to our customers in an even

more user friendly way. The new platform is easier to navigate

and enables us to seamlessly bring our knowledge and

assistance to our customers in a simple way. Whether looking

for our award winning compostable packaging range Park2Nature or industry leading flexible solutions, everything can be found

quickly and easily using the new design.’

‘We have seen significant growth over the last 18 months due to the popularity of our range of fully accredited compostable packaging

solutions and this has ultimately resulted in increased traffic to the site,’ said Paula. ‘The new design has been specifically created to not

only handle this significant extra web traffic, but also to improve the overall user experience.’

LASER CUTTING: COHERENT’S NEW SOLUTIONS FOR THE PACKAGING INDUSTRY 
Coherent featured its range of laser based sub-systems and turnkey solutions for converting and label processing at the
recent Labelexpo Europe. The company’s PowerLine C series sub-systems integrate a CO2 laser, scan and beam guiding optics
as well as an intelligent control software to enable a wide variety of kiss cutting, slitting, perforating, and marking tasks.
Furthermore, a variety of configurations, including beam splitting and beam switching optics, deliver maximum operational
flexibility. Additionally, Coherent provides complete, Class 1, turnkey solutions that integrate their sub-systems (with as many
as nine different laser sources) with part handling, vision and other factory automation tasks.  

The combination of high performance, high reliability CO2 laser sources and easy to use software make Coherent PowerLine
C products an ideal solution for many labelling and converting tasks, including:

Perforating and scribing of labels and packaging in high speed processes, both cross web and in the direction of travel.
Precision marking, engraving, and micro processing of a wide range of labels and packaging, including polymers films,

paper, foils, fabrics, and vulcanised rubber.
On the fly high speed cutting of stiffer packaging, such as cardboard or blister packages, at full web speed.
For both the system integrator and end user, Coherent’s StarFlex GUI software provides a consistent user interface across

all systems, regardless of whether the process is in the web direction or cross web, and involves perforation, scribing, or other
tasks. This reduces system development costs, and minimises the training required. Additionally, the software operates
systems with up to nine lasers, and facilitates fast layout changes to minimise production downtime and reduce costs. Process
parameters can even be changed and optimised without the need to stop the system. 

BOARDS: WARREN’S NEW EXPRESS SERVICE FOR BARRIER BOARD – ROCHPERLE KIT 8
Warren has announced the introduction of a new product to its reel to sheet board range.

Rochperle (Kit 8), produced at Reno de Medici’s La Rochette mill in France, is a plastic free, virgin fibre barrier board suitable for many food

industry applications where a grease resistance is required.

In what is believed to be a first for the UK merchant industry, Rochperle Kit 8 is now available cut to size within three to five working days –

offering customers both reduced costs and waste.

Rochperle Kit 8, as well as being plastic free is FSC certified and given the producing mill is in France, offers the obvious benefits against other

products from more remote locations. 

The introduction of this service will complement Warren’s existing sheet stock lines – namely Accurate Freeze GR and Accurate Top Strong

Freeze GR – both available in Kit 7-9 and Kit 9-11.
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WATERLESS: TORAY AND CODIMAG COLLABORATION DELIVERS
COST AND PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS 
For more than two decades, waterless offset printing pioneer Toray and narrow web press manufacturer

Codimag have sustained a partnership that has helped extend the environmental, quality and

productivity advantages of waterless offset printing to a growing number of narrow web applications,

including labels, cardboard, film, in-mould labelling, shrink sleeves, security printing and more. 

At Labelexpo Europe 2019, the two companies displayed the latest results of this collaboration, providing label printers/converters with proof

that by migrating all or some of their production from flexography to waterless offset printing, they can substantially improve both quality and

bottom line.

‘In 1999, when we decided to move from letterpress to offset to improve the quality of our printing and reduce

tooling costs,’ said Benoit Demol, Codimag CEO. ‘We believed that waterless offset was the best solution

for our market for two reasons: 1) it has all the advantages of offset in terms of quality and range of sub-

strates that can be used; and 2) it doesn’t have the inconvenience of offset around maintaining ink/water

balance. We obviously needed to work with Toray when we made the change because it is the leading

provider of waterless offset plates, and it has helped us a great deal to develop our presses, including

waterless offset applications and settings such as temperature control.’

Both companies are pleased with the advances that have been enabled by the Codimag Viva 420 press with Aniflo

and Toray’s new Imprima LJ waterless offset plates. ‘The Viva 420 is a new generation of narrow web press,’ Benoit

added. ‘We have increased the press speed to 85 metres per minute, which is the equivalent of a flexo press

with in line die cutting; we have improved web guiding, and we have reduced waste and set up time even more than previous presses

due to the combination of Aniflo, which we introduced in 2007, and an improved web motion system. Now you can change over jobs

in as little as five minutes with less than 30 metres of waste. In addition, waterless offset plates are much less costly than flexo plates.’

Benoit points out that the new Toray Imprima LJ waterless offset plates are not only chemistry free for increased environmental sustainability,

but they are much more durable as well. ‘This is essential,’ he said, ‘because when you are printing longer runs as we are with the Viva 420, you

need plates that are of higher durability. They are a perfect match for all aspects of the label market.’
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CARTONBOARD: MUSEUM OF BRANDS TO CELEBRATE THE BEST OF PACKAGING IN
NEW EXHIBITION

The Museum of Brands in Notting Hill, London, is hosting a new exhibition, in partnership with Pro Carton,

the European Association of Carton and Cartonboard Manufacturers, to celebrate environmentally friendly

carton based packaging.

Every ‘Save the Planet’ entry from this year’s European Carton Excellence Awards will be on display for

three months to highlight the very best in recyclable, renewable and biodegradable cartonboard. The

exhibition includes this year’s winner, Van Genechten’s BalloonGrip, made using Stora Enso cartonboard.

The judges said the product provides an ingenious, recyclable and biodegradable replacement for plastic

balloon holders, allowing balloons to be tied so that air does not leak out and the balloon is held securely.

Exploring how brands shape the world, the Museum of Brands is home to more than 12,000 original

packs, posters and products from iconic, internationally renowned brands spanning from the Victorian era

right up to the modern day. Over 30 ‘Save the Planet’ entries will be exhibited in their own display case, alongside information explaining

why paper based cartonboard is the future of packaging if manufacturers, designers and marketers want to build a truly circular economy. 

Karin Kihlberg, executive director of the Museum of Brands, said: ‘We are delighted to be partnering with Pro Carton to bring the

sustainable packaging message to our visitors in a visual way. Most people will know that cardboard is recyclable – but the fact that it is

totally renewable and made from European forests which are increasing by an area equivalent to more than twice the size of London each

year shows how good cartonboard is for the planet. Packaging is a huge part of a brand’s image and reputation, and these designs also

prove how versatile and innovative cartons can be in delivering that message. I can’t wait for our visitors to learn more!’

Tony Hitchin, general manager of Pro Carton, added: ‘The Museum of Brands is bursting with packaging

concepts spanning through the years, so it is great to see this year’s ‘Save the Planet’ award entries alongside

them to show what the future of packaging looks like and to encourage visitors to make environmentally

conscious choices.’

To visit the exhibition, please see for tickets:

https://museum-of-brands.myshopify.com/collections/tickets
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CUPS: FRUGALPAC INTRODUCES INNOVATIVE FRUGAL CUP LINERLESS
Frugalpac has added another innovative option to its range of sustainable coffee cups – the Frugal Cup Linerless.

Made from virgin paper, sourced entirely from sustainably accredited forests, the Frugal Cup Linerless is specially treated with a

unique coating which makes it suitable for hot and cold drinks while still allowing the pulp to break down during the standard paper

recycling process. 

Paul McReynolds, head of sales and marketing at Frugalpac, stated: ‘We are delighted to be able to reveal our latest development, the

Frugal Cup Linerless, as another alternative to the majority of difficult to recycle coffee cups. We are committed to supporting a circular

economy and through our continuous innovation we aim to place Frugalpac at the forefront of sustainable packaging.’

The Frugal Cup Linerless, developed using Frugalpac’s innovative manufacturing technology, is available in 8 oz, 12 oz and 16 oz sizes,

with the option to either create a bespoke branded cup or an original Frugalpac design, offering complete flexibility. 

BOARDS: METSÄ BOARD INTRODUCES A NEW PLASTIC FREE
ECO BARRIER PAPERBOARD 
Consumers and brands around the world are looking for more sustainable alternatives to plastic

packaging, with easy recyclability being key. To meet these needs Metsä Board is introducing a

new plastic free eco barrier paperboard that can be recycled in paper or paperboard waste streams

according to local recycling schemes.

New MetsäBoard Prime FBB EB has a medium barrier against moisture and grease, which makes

it especially suitable for food and food service packaging. Furthermore, since the eco barrier board is

plastic free, it does not require a plastic separation process making it easy and cost efficient to recycle. 

‘Packaging is a necessity – for food distribution and safety – as well as avoiding food waste.

Paperboard packaging made from renew-able materials is a sustainable choice, and with further

development of the barrier properties of the paperboard we are now able to cater for a greater

number of applications. Our new plastic free eco barrier paperboard provides many interesting opportunities for food and food

service packaging as well as other end uses where barrier properties are needed,’ said Katja Tuomola, business development

director, Metsä Board. 

MetsäBoard Prime FBB EB is made of pure fresh fibres sourced from sustainably managed Northern European forests. It is safe for

direct food contact and is free from optical brighteners (OBA free) and fluorochemicals. It is available both with PEFC or with FSC

certification. As well as being easy to recycle, MetsäBoard Prime FBB EB is lightweight, contributing to the reduction of carbon footprint

throughout the whole chain.

CERTIFICATION: RIGID CONTAINERS ATTAINS HYGIENE
ACCREDITATIONS FOR DIRECT CONTACT FOOD PACKAGING 
Rigid Containers has attained its first BRC Global Standards Higher Hygiene and The
American Institute of Baking (AIB) certification. 
The accreditations were earned by the company’s Wellington site, allowing Rigid to

further build on its packaging solutions to the food and drink sector and now supply
direct contact packaging to manufacturers. 
Over half a million pounds was invested by the business in readying the Wellington site for both the BRC and AIB audits,

with improvements made to the building, equipment upgrades and enhanced training for staff. 
The BRC Global Standard for Food Safety is developed by food industry experts from retailers, manufacturers and food

service organisations to ensure it is rigorous and detailed. It provides a framework to manage product safety, integrity,
legality and quality, and the operational controls for these criteria in the food manufact-uring, processing and packing
industry.
For the AIB, manufacturing facilities that are certified must ensure that their contracted third-party packaging material

providers and packagers comply with Global Food Safety Initiative packaging requirements. 
‘It was important for us to not just go for one accreditation but for both as this means customers have complete peace of

mind when choosing us for their food packaging requirements,’ commented Paul Barber, group operations director and site
director, Wellington.
‘Certification by both bodies provides the highest levels of scrutiny to our processes and is part of our ethos of going

‘above and beyond’ when it comes to quality control and safety.’



ColoropenC
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BOTTLES: BESPOKE KOMBUCHA BOTTLE BOOSTS SALES FOR EQUINOX
Kombucha tea is now being sold in the UK in new bespoke glass bottles made by Beatson Clark.

Equinox Organic Kombucha is a fermented tea craft brewed in the Calder Valley in West Yorkshire from Chun-Mee green
tea, raw cane sugar, spring water and kombucha culture.

Having started life seven years ago as one of the first kombucha breweries in the UK, parent company Flower of Life is now
one of the largest kombucha producers in Europe.

To reflect the growth of the business managing director Daniel Spayne decided on a packaging rebrand and approached
Beatson Clark for a bespoke bottle design.

‘We had been discussing the concept of a bespoke bottle with Beatson Clark for a while,’ said Daniel. ‘We wanted a more
reliable supplier closer to home because we put the environment at the centre of everything we do.

‘We have updated the packaging to be more in line with what consumers are looking for today, and because Beatson Clark
in South Yorkshire is only 40 miles away from our site in Hebden Bridge, it fitted the bill perfectly.’

Beatson Clark’s business development manager Chris Palmer worked closely with Flower of Life during the brand design
process, attending branding meetings and going through aspects of glass production.

‘The new 275 ml white flint bottle is like nothing you have seen – it is shorter than the old bottle and displays a unique craft
nature that reflects our product,’ said Daniel.

‘It is all part of making the packaging live the product – a high end, craft brewed kombucha – and the bottle shape really
adds to that. What is more, Beatson Clark ensured that our bottles contain more than 35% recycled glass.’

One challenge for Beatson Clark was to provide as large a space as possible for the Equinox Kombucha label without
impacting the design of the bottle.

‘Our label is based on a sundial or sunray concept,’ said Daniel. ‘It is wider at certain parts than others, a funky design
which links in to the curves of the bottle. 

‘To have room to include all the information, Beatson Clark needed to design a bottle with as wide a label application space
as possible.’

Early signs are that the packaging rebrand is having
a positive effect on sales.

‘We are very pleased with the new bottle,’ said
Daniel. ‘We are a high growth business and we are
seeing an increase in sales thanks to the new branding
and the continuing growth of the kombucha market.’

Chris commented, ‘We were very pleased to be
asked to design and manufacture this new bespoke
bottle for Equinox Organic Kombucha.

‘The company had been using a standard bottle
imported from overseas and it was looking for a UK
manufacturer closer to home. After a number of
discussions about the packaging rebrand its design
agency sent us a concept to work from.

‘It is a good example of how a creative collaboration
can produce a stylish bespoke design which can really
improve shelf appeal and boost sales.’
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PACKING IT IN…
Dow has expanded its portfolio of solvent based adhesives with the new Adcote L76-500 high solids adhesive, opening new
opportunities beyond traditional metal to film lamination. Designed to work on a broad range of medium performance
applications and packaging structures, the innovative adhesive offers up to 55% high solids content in application, enabling
converters to improve production efficiency and lamination speed while reducing energy costs and emissions. 

Xitron launched Navigator Flexo Suite at the recent Labelexpo.  
Navigator Flexo Suite combines the powerful Xitron RIP and workflow with SmartFlexo screening and the new Navigator

Plate Controller for final plate assembly. The four modules together represent a turnkey solution for economical flexo plate
production, designed for use with any of the flexo CTP engines that accept one-bit TIFF input.

WHO’S GONE WHERE?
Antalis
Antalis Packaging has appointed Stuart Bates to lead the development of its in-box solutions,
automation and void reduction business.

Stuart, who joined Antalis in September, has spent the last 14 years at Ranpak, including working
more recently in the E3Neo automation division. With a total of over 20 years’ experience finding
packaging solutions for industry, he brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to Antalis Packaging
and to the newly created role of solutions sales manager.

The appointment comes as part of Antalis Packaging’s response to the surge of industry awareness 
in environmental and social concerns around packaging, waste and best use materials, which has pushed
packaging solutions and automation to the front of innovation.

Frugalpac
Paul McReynolds has joined the team at Frugalpac, bringing over 20 years experience and a genuine
passion for sustainable packaging alternatives with him. He will become head of sales and marketing.

Having headed up category management for NNZ Packaging and ESP, Paul has been at the
forefront of new product development of environmentally friendly packaging, implementing several
new concepts through to fruition including helping one of the UK’s largest major retailers to win a
national corporate social responsibility award. He hopes to bring fresh ideas to the business strategy,
which will enable the team to demonstrate the benefits of stocking the Frugal Cup to key decision
makers across the country. 

PLASTICS INDUSTRY LAUNCHES ‘PACKSCORE’ TO HELP BRANDS CREATE
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
The British Plastics Federation (BPF) has announced the launch of a new sustainable

design tool for plastic packaging – PackScore.

The tool has been developed for brands, retailers and designers to use at the

earliest stages of packaging design, to assess whether the packaging can be

easily recycled, and adjust the product’s features to ensure it can.

PackScore, which is supported by Recoup and based off the Recyclass system

developed by Plastics Recyclers Europe, allows users to answer a series of simple

questions in order to receive a recyclability rating from A to F. The tool also

highlights features of the packaging such as light-weighting or the use of

recycled content, that help ensure efficient use of resources.   

As packaging producers come under scrutiny, PackScore promises to help designers create products that are more

sustainable. By experimenting with combinations of materials and decorations, brands can improve their packaging

recyclability rating at an early stage, before the product is manufactured.

Other eco design tools typically require more technical detail than is often to hand at an early stage, and PackScore has

been developed as a simplified tool to fill this gap in the market. The tool is designed to be easy to use, and works also

to educate, and to help steer the final design to ensure sustainability is part of the conversation between all involved in

the creation of plastic packaging.

The tool was originally produced by Berry International and subsequently

developed by the BPF. The grading level is advisory and is only intended

to be a guide during the design process. A more comprehensive tool

such as Recyclass is recommended in

order to obtain an official certification

of recyclability.

The tool is free to use

at www.packscore.co.uk
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There is lots in this issue of Packaging Solutions that is at the
forefront of innovation for packaging, but what really amazes 
me is that although brands are looking for ‘wow’, and their

packaging and print suppliers are looking to add value,
and that despite the fact that creative solutions are
readily available, they are often not made use of.
Why? Well, I guess they are either considered
too complex, too costly, or not top of mind.

Yet clever packaging is what is needed 
in today’s market. The ability to be
able to interact in a more exciting way
with consumers is needed. 
That ‘wow’ moment is essential for
every type of packaging, and what
better way to answer all those needs
than augmented reality (AR). 

GETTING INTO REALITY
For those who have not yet experienced
it, augmented reality is a live, direct
or indirect, view of a physical, real

world environment whose elements are
augmented (or supplemented) by computer

generated sensory input such as sound, video,
graphics and much more. Sounds more
complicated than it actually is – in its simplest form it
will bring your packaging to life when scanned with
an app. Yes, it is very clever and eye catching, and
will make consumers get excited, but what else is
really powerful with AR is its ability to track just who
is using it, why they have used it, for how long and
importantly what they respond to.

AR can be applied to any form of print, but 
is ideal for packaging as it makes that brand-
consumer link strong. The brand can still have an
intimate relationship with the consumer through
the packaging that sits on a shelf.

And, it doesn’t matter what technology
you use to print, as AR is added as a
separate process, after print, and so 
can even be added retrospectively 

to existing packaging, and can also be
changed as campaigns progress.

PACK TO REALITY!
AR – no I haven’t turned into a pirate – but I am making an affirmative in my
opinion of the benefits of augmented reality to packaging.

Download the SAR augmented reality

app and scan this

front cover to see 

it come to life



NEW CREATIVITY
AR brings a new creativity and interaction for packaging. It adds an extra level of
dynamism. Yet, it is not really ‘new’.

In 1968, computer scientist and Harvard associate professor Ivan
Sutherland, along with his student Bob Sproull, invented ‘The Sword 
of Damocles’. This first augmented reality head mounted display
system was suspended from a ceiling, and the viewer experien-
ced computer fed graphics. That means AR is more than 
50 years old, but of course much has changed over those 
five decades

AR can now be simply applied as a ‘layer’ over the print,
triggered by a link on an image. 

Unlike most mediums, AR actually offers something quite
different – a real third dimension. AR creates a sense of depth and
richness. AR is in an excellent position –  it is becoming affordable
but with great results and is surprisingly very versatile, offering a
plethora of choices. The limit of what you do really comes down to
the imagination. Not only can it be a productive aid to packaging,
or indeed any kind of print, so point of sale, labels, and commercial print
too, but it can also help when it comes to designing and creating things from
architecture to moulded plastic bottles and back round again to packaging. All in
all AR is a perfect way of looking into prototyping without having to do a mass
run, plus if any changes need to be made it is purely through a software
system – no extra costs in bulk purchasing or factory time. But don’t
worry – print is of course hugely important. The two have to work hand
in hand, complementing one another depending on the campaign.

But the education of AR seems to be limited. We say the best way for
people to learn about AR is seeing it for yourself, it is one of those things you
can’t do justice to in words. 

And, our best piece of AR advice is work with a partner. You are a specialist 
in packaging, but perhaps AR is something new. So, it makes sense to work
with someone who is a specialist in this area and can show you how to make
the most of your campaigns whether you are a brand owner, agency or
packaging designer or producer.

AR is a way to make packaging more relevant and will certainly add
value and return on investment for customers.

AN IDEAL PARTNER
To get your packaging AR off to a good start, a great expert to help is Sure Services, a company that has been helping clients
communicate their promotional and marketing messages through various channels and creative solutions including print.

Sure offers SAR (Sure Augmented Reality) and works with printers, converters, designers, agencies and brand owners
themselves to apply its experience in AR and help others to reap the benefits from this truly added value application. So, if
you feel that you do not have the necessary skills in-house, or don’t even know where to start with AR, then have a chat with
the helpful and friendly people at Sure.

Once you have decided what you want to augment, and how you want to do that – links to a website or e-mail for instance,
pop up video, 3D animation, etc, you simply load a copy of the pdf that you wish to augment with any elements, such as the
video or animation to the SAR system.

You can find out more about the company at sure-services.com, or drop an e-mail to info@sure-services.com
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Grays Bookbinders was established in 1960, and it is imbued

with a ethic of quality and expertise. It has 

seen several generations of experienced

professionals, sometimes from the same families,

passing their incredible skills down and

ensuring that a wealth of knowledge

and expertise, as well as craftsmanship

can be called upon for any project.

But why am I telling you about a

bookbinding company here in

Packaging Solutions? Well, five years

ago, Grays was acquired by progressive

print company Printwell. 

The company has its own rich heritage of

innovation, quality and expertise, and it was

quick to realise that many of the skills used in

bookbinding could be transferrable and applied to a new

market – bespoke, handmade packaging. Grays now

specialises in designing and creating bespoke books, customised

portfolios and menu covers, slip cases, presentation boxes and

specialty folders – made in Great Britain.

Adnan Ghor, director at Grays, said: ‘Since we

acquired the company, we have evolved the

business. From internal production

improvements to branding and

working directly with clients in helping

them produce packaging. We will do

everything we can to create a box

within budget, without compromising

on quality. It is this quality that we

take pride in and ultimately it gives the

packaging experience/emotion we all

yearn for.’

One of the first steps was to bring graphic

design skills into the company. Adnan said, ‘What is

nice to see is the teaching from old to new but also that

the more experienced are open to new ways of doing things

from the new.

BESPOKE PACKAGING M    
A service from Grays Bookbinders, offering high quality, handmade, bespoke packaging,          



  ADE IN GREAT BRITAIN
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‘Our artisans are bookbinders at heart. The skills they

have are amazing. Everyone comments on the

love and care that goes into our work. 

It really is an art. 

‘We love to see our

clients’ reaction when they

open a box. It really brings

happiness, especially to

our artisans as they can see

their work is appreciated.’

PROUD AND
PASSIONATE
Grays in now really embracing

the bespoke packaging market

and sees it as a real growth area.

‘We are proud to be producing 

our packaging in Britain so we can

contribute to our economy and show the

skillsets that our British people have,’ explained

Adnan. ‘Our speciality is luxury or premium packag-

ing and our minimum quantity is one (although Grays

can also handle orders of several hundred boxes). We have

been doing this for many years now and our passion really comes

into it when we work directly with clients to be creative and

practical at the same time. It is an area of growth for us and we 

are constantly pushing the boundaries of what we can do to make

brands stand out.’

The company has a number of international customers who love

the ‘Made in Great Britain’ brand and the exclusivity of what Grays

can do, creating something that has often never been made before. 

‘The products speak for themselves.’ stated Adnan. ‘When 

we see how people react to our work, we know our packaging

stands out.’

OPTIONS ARE ENDLESS
Grays really believes in working closely with the customer, as each

and every project is unique, and it encourages them to visit and

see the process for themselves. Sometimes these projects can be

quite complex.

Adnan said, ‘The options are endless. We have created large gift

boxes for store openings on Fifth Avenue, to presentation boxes

for Wimbledon Tennis, to retail packaging. 

‘Usually we like to show our clients examples of work we have

done in the past. This way we can build an understanding of what

our clients would like and dislike, and their individual

requirements. We then look at the budget as 

this helps steer the creativity in the 

right direction.’

Grays will then provide

advice on things such as

materials, box construction,

sizes, closures, and more.

Adnan concluded,

‘Bespoke boxes create a

different experience. They

really do speak for themselves

when comparing them to

standard packaging. The

beauty of what we do is that 

we can create bespoke pack-

aging in a small quantity. So, we

can test packaging without the need

for a large investment.’ 

Moving forward, Grays is looking to continue

inspiring luxury brands and to continue its creativity 

in packaging. PS.

You can find out more at
www.graysbbb.co.uk or www.printwell.co.uk

           is proving popular for premium applications. We find out more.
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Making packaging solutions ever more sustainable through new developments – this is the goal being pursued by Walki, one of
the world's leading manufacturers in this field. By 2030, the company aims to offer all its products to be renewable, recyclable
or compostable. On the way to achieving this goal the company, headquartered in Espoo, Finland, is producing a continuous

range of innovations. These are used in food packaging such as frozen foods, fresh or confectionery products, non food articles such as
detergents, hygiene products, electronics and tobacco products, and also in luxury articles such as perfumes or spirits. 

Walki says that sustainability and innovation are two of its key issues. How is this reflected in product developments?
As we see it, sustainability and innovation are closely linked. Consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the impact of packaging on
the environment. Many people now expect industry, retail and the catering trade to offer sustainable solutions and they are consciously
opting in favour of such products. We want to support our customers in this. This is why we develop intelligent packaging concepts that
facilitate product handling and reduce packaging and food waste, while at the same time conducting ongoing research into increasingly
sustainable materials.

One sustainability goal is to achieve a zero waste future. How do you intend to go about doing this?
We have worked out a sustainability platform we have named Zero Waste Future. The aim of the platform is to develop and provide
solutions that help our customers to define the best packaging solutions for their specific product. Our target is to
minimise waste in a holistic way, both food and packaging waste. By using our solutions we want to contribute to keep 
the materials in a circular loop, either to be recycled or by facilitating the composting of biowaste. Our material
or packaging qualities are mainly based on cardboard and paper as their basic material, ie plant based, renewable
and recyclable resources. In addition, we are gradually replacing conventional petroleum based barriers with
sustainable alternatives. Our in-house pilot plant enables us to test new barrier concepts efficiently. As a result,
we can provide customers with test materials that are not yet available on the market. Today, 80% of our
products are already made of renewable or recycled raw materials. In the case of certain applications such
as the frozen food sector the proportion is as high as 95%. Our goal is to increase this percentage to
100% for all qualities by 2030.

What specific types of sustainable coatings does Walki offer? Which applications in consumer
packaging are they suitable for?
The qualities of the Walki-Green-PE and Walki-Wood ranges are particularly suitable for frozen and
fresh products. Both use plant based coatings whose properties and barrier values are identical to
those of petroleum based LDPE. They offer a strong water vapour barrier as well as impermeability to
grease, and they can be processed in exactly the same way. The barrier in Walki-Wood is based on tall
oil, which is a natural by-product of pulp production and would otherwise be used below value. Our
long term goal is to use certified circular polymers for barriers in addition to these plant sources. 

What is special about certified circular polymers?
Certified circular polymers enable us to close the recycling cycle. They are coating materials obtained in 
an innovative chemical recycling process from mixed plastic household waste that would otherwise be
incinerated or landfilled. In this way we want to ensure that otherwise difficult to recycle packaging is reused in
a meaningful way. Certified circular polymers are identical in quality to the original raw material and can therefore
be used for the same end applications such as frozen and fresh food packaging, ‘to go’ cups for hot and cold drinks
or takeaway trays for fatty foods. The concept is close to market maturity and the first packaging will be supplied to
customers this year. We expect to be able to offer the same qualities on an industrial scale from 2020 onwards.

ON THE WAY TO A ZE   
Annika Sundell, executive vice president – Innovation at Walki, explains how the latest            
are helping consumer packaging to a zero waste future.



     RO WASTE FUTURE
              developments in packaging, as well as intelligent products and sustainable concepts,
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Sustainable food service materials are of particular interest to the growing catering sector. What other products does Walki
offer in this area?
In addition to the aforementioned plant based Walki-Green-PE and circular polymers, we offer various sustainable coatings that are
particularly suitable for ‘to go’ or takeaway packaging and cups for hot or cold beverages. In the case of Walki-Bio, for example, about
75% of the coating consists of PLA (poly lactic acid) so it is industrially compostable. Walki-BioPBS – with a maize based coating – is
also very good for industrial composting. This quality has excellent potential for degrading in house compost, which we are currently
developing further. It is also suitable for the normal recycling process. It is very important to us for our laminates to either 
be compostable or effectively recyclable. For this reason, we have developed the so called Earth Coating, especially for an
optimised recycling process. This coating material can be separated very cleanly from the paper on which it is applied. The potential for
impurities is significantly reduced, thus enabling an optimised recycling process. 

The acquisition of Plastiroll, a Finnish manufacturer of sustainable packaging materials, opens up new opportunities for Walki in terms
of dispersion technology. To what extent will this impact on the portfolio?

The acquisition of Plastiroll is another milestone for Walki in terms of sustainability. The company is one of the
pioneers and leading European manufacturers of compostable bags and film with more than 20 years

of experience. It has capacities for extrusion and dispersion coating as well as blown
film production and bag making. With its portfolio under the well known Bioska and

Hauska brands, Plastiroll is an ideal match for us and our range and a useful addition 
to it. We will be in additional to the bag and film products focusing in particular on

dispersion technology, which offers great potential – especially in terms of food
service applications. PS.

‘OUR TARGET IS TO
MINIMISE WASTE
IN A HOLISTIC
WAY… WE
WANT TO
CONTRIBUTE
TO KEEP THE
MATERIALS IN A
CIRCULAR LOOP,
EITHER TO BE
RECYCLED OR BY
FACILITATING THE COMPOSTING OF
BIOWASTE. OUR MATERIAL OR PACKAGING
QUALITIES ARE MAINLY BASED ON CARD-
BOARD AND PAPER AS THEIR BASIC
MATERIAL, IE PLANT BASED, RENEWABLE
AND RECYCLABLE RESOURCES.’
ANNIKA SUNDELL, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT – INNOVATION AT WALKI.
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We all know the importance of getting colour right when

it comes to packaging. Brands guard their colour fidelity

fiercely and they need to be assured that their packaging

providers will produce the right colour consistently, every time.

GMG colour management solutions have long been the ideal

choice amongst print businesses looking for high quality output. Now,

the company has enhanced its offer for the packaging market.

MAKING THE COMPLEX EASY
Printing conditions that do not fit the industry standards are common

whenever special substrates or spot colours are in use. When custom

printing conditions are demanded, high quality colour conversions 

are mandatory, yet profiling and manual file retouching tend to

be complex and time consuming. A lot of knowledge is required

to maximise the colour output and guarantee a dependable

colour appearance. 

GMG ColorServer 5.1 provides an easy solution. The latest release

implicates a direct connection to the multiply awarded colour profiling

tool GMG OpenColor. Profiles created in OpenColor can now be used

in GMG ColorServer, containing custom CMYK profiles and spot

colour conversions. The automated transition from industry standards

to individual conditions ensures a smooth workflow for customers in

need of in-house standards and custom profiles.   

The benefits are evident: profiles including custom standards for

different printing substrates, ink sets and printing processes can be

compiled with ease and are available for immediate use in GMG

ColorServer. Moreover, converting has never been simpler – be it the

conversion from official standards, such as ISO coated V2 or Gracol, 

to user specific standards or from custom to custom. Working with one

source of target data also assures for consistent quality and leads to

effortless proof matching.

ADVANCED WORKFLOW
What this all amounts to is an advanced workflow for profile manage-

ment and thus the improvement of process stability and automatisat-

ion. GMG ColorServer operators can henceforth rely on a central

database. Once created, profiles are eligible for utilisation in various

sources, such as GMG OpenColor, GMG ColorPlugin and GMG

ColorProof. Proof and separation profiles can be prepared in one go

and if corrections are required, they apply to all profiles by default.  

Additionally, Pantone’s colour library has been updated and the

extended version is now available in ColorServer. Some 294 new

colours, specifically created for designers working with a wide range of

substrates, grant a broader variety of colours particularly for packaging

designers. The expansion includes neutral colours, browns, greys,

blues, and blacks. 

Saving time and money whilst guaranteeing consistent colour

appearance for the packaging industry, GMG ColorServer now offers

even more to users.

TRUE COLOURS
An enhanced colour management workflow for packaging is now available with GMG
ColorServer 5.1. With the release, the colour management expert has established
new possibilities for packaging customers. 

PS.

GMG was at the recent Labelexpo and showed various
innovations on its stand, and those of selected partners.

The company highlighted its GMG ColorCard.
With ColorCard, GMG introduced digital ink drawdowns.

The solution is likely to revolutionise ink kitchens world-
wide enabling users to create drawdowns in less than
three minutes, saving up to 90% of time compared to
conventional production. Reliable and colour accurate
results that can be reproduced with one click account for
more efficiency in any print approval process and take
colour communication to the next level.

GMG also presented its ColorProof Go for remote
proofing, making stable print results sovereign to location.
Data handling via browser assures an easier administration
and distribution of data – all proofing systems and printers
can be monitored and managed at any time and any place. 

‘Our customers are used to GMG’s pledge for high quality,
which is evident in the ongoing development of our prod-
ucts,’ said Jens Bloeck, product manager proofing.

MAJOR CHALLENGES SUCH AS PRINTING
CONDITIONS THAT ARE OUT OF INDUSTRY
STANDARDS CAN BE HANDLED EASILY
THROUGH THE CONNECTION OF GMG
COLORSERVER AND GMG OPENCOLOR. 
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Atechnology’s breakthrough in inkjet was presented at

Labelexpo in the form of the HanGlobal LabStar 330

digital label press.

The new LabStar 330 is a UV inkjet system combining high print

quality (CMYK and white, expandable with violet and orange) with

optimal economics. The fully equipped press is available as a very

attractive investment with a service package from Switzerland.

The LabStar 330 is ideal for users looking for a ‘workhorse’ with

unrivalled return on investment. The inkjet press is manufactured in

China and priced around 20% lower than comparable competitive

presses. Amazing not only for its attractive price but also for the

service package, the LabStar 330 offers stable print image with a

resolution of 600 or 1200 dpi, a production speed of up to 50

metres per minute, coupled with sophisticated Kyocera printhead

technology and easy handling features.

The roll to roll press is ideal for label and packaging printing. The

press can be upgradeable on site – from 600 dpi to 1200 dpi,

from four to seven colours.

The LabStar 330 is the result of capitalising on the many years of

knowledge and experience of the Asian HanGlory-Group based in

Shenzhen. The Chinese company is new to the European market,

forming a competence centre in Sulgen, Switzerland (Canton Thurgau),

with Opal Digital Printing Equipment AG.

Karl Fust, who set up sales for Europe, explained: ‘Opal Digital is

responsible for all services from Switzerland including consultation,

sales activities and service and support. Every machine supplied

to Europe will be fully tested in Sulgen allowing customers to

‘acid test’ their own prior to delivery. The interest that the LabStar

330 received at Labelexpo 2019 is very gratifying. More than 100

concrete leads from all over Europe were recorded.’

A STAR IS BORN!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW…
• Mechanical maximum speed: 50 metres per minute.
• Printing width: 330 mm.
• Substrate width: 165 to 350 mm, thickness 0.12 to 0.5 mm.
• Dimensions: (l) 6300 mm, (w) 1750 mm, (h) 2000 mm.
• The machine is built and certified to conform with 
CE standards.

• Unwind and rewind with pneumatic reel lift, 3” shaft,
maximum reel diameter 800 mm.

• Dancing rollers.
• Web guide with splicing table.
• Single sided web cleaner with antistatic device.
• Corona unit.
• Tension control, web break detector.
• Reinsertion for second pass printing.
• Printing section with Kyocera printheads.
• Pinning after two colours.
• Automatic cleaning of printheads.
• UV curing with chill roller, water chiller unit.
• Easy to use and intuitive operator control panel.

THE LABSTAR 330 IS IDEAL FOR USERS LOOKING FOR A
‘WORKHORSE’ WITH UNRIVALLED RETURN ON INVESTMENT.  
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Amid rising scrutiny on the safety and quality of pack-

aging, Bureau Veritas is now pressing packaging org-

anisations to digest the new requirements in the recently

published BRCGS Packaging Standard.

Published in August, Issue 6 of the Global Standard marks the 

first major update to the BRC Global Standard for Packaging and

Packaging Materials since 2015 and aims to improve product safety

and quality practices when it comes to the manufacture and printing

of packaging materials. The revised standard, due to come into force

in February 2020, includes several new clauses requiring organisations

to take tangible steps to improve the culture of safety and quality at

their sites.

The BRCGS Standard now provides a robust framework for all 

types of packaging manufacturers to assist in the production of safe

packaging materials and to better manage product quality. 

The standard has been developed to specify the product

safety, quality and operational criteria that must be in place

within a packaging manufacturing organisation in order for it 

to fulfil its obligations with regard to legal compliance and

protection of the consumer. 

The changes include the Hazard and Risk Analysis, a new enviro-

nmental monitoring clause as well as the introduction of the Corrective

and Preventive Action (CAPA), not to mention scrapping the previous

two tier hygiene system in favour of a simpler risk based approach.

Joy Franks, food market director at Bureau Veritas, said: ‘The

manufacture of packaging for the food industry often involves

potential harmful materials and processes – whether it is inks, or

coatings that have the potential to migrate into food through to

physical/foreign body risks. Therefore, Issue 6 is a welcome step

forward in the evolution of safety, quality and operational criteria

throughout the packaging production chain. 

‘Some of the key requirements will be that certified sites will need to

set up, execute and review an action plan to improve product safety

and quality. The new version of the standard includes some specific

requirements on corrective and preventive action (CAPA) related

to root cause analysis into a structured continuous improvement

approach. This emphasises the importance of addressing issues

with the intent to remove the risk of reoccurrence and support-

ing continuous improvement. 

‘The upgrade to Issue 6 is set to begin in February 2020, packaging

organisations must act now to fully digest the new requirements

on audit and certification and ensure compliance.’

As a global health and safety and compliance expert, Bureau

Veritas has an experienced team of certification professionals 

on hand to support those in the packaging production industry

achieve compliance with BRCGS, which includes advise and

training on the regulatory changes.

NEW STANDARDS FOR PACKAGING
Bureau Veritas is pressing the packaging industry to unwrap new BRCGS rules on
materials. We find out more.

PS.

WHAT’S NEW FOR ISSUE 6? 
Key features remain integral to the standard, but for this
issue a focus has been placed on: 
• Enhancing the processes used by quality management
systems in printed packaging controls through a hazard and
risk analysis approach. 

• Continuing to ensure consistency of the audit process
across the world recognising the importance of a work-
place product safety and quality culture in the drive to
improve transparency and coherence across the supply
chain simplifying the hygiene requirements based
solely on risk. 

• Introducing a new fundamental clause, corrective and
preventive actions, to address issues and minimise the risk
of their occurring based on risk, putting a microbiological
environmental monitoring programme in place. 

• Simplifying the unannounced audit programme. 
• Developing a new module to better control process waste
including pellets, powder and flakes. 
Grace Abamba, BRCGS global programme manager, said:

‘The requirements of Issue 6 have evolved from previous
issues with an emphasis on senior management commitment,
a hazard analysis and risk assessment based product safety
programme and a supporting quality management system.
Our objective was to direct the focus of the audit towards
the implementation of good manufacturing practices within a
product safety and quality culture of continual improvement,
while recognising the diversity and breadth of the packaging
industry, and the skills required to audit it.’
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Digital print is certainly in the mainstream of labels and

packaging now. Yet, no matter what ‘press’ technology you

have, the power to drive it and to add clever applications

such as variable data, the power to get colour management right, and

the power to run your presses ever faster and at high quality, are all

driven from the digital front end. Get it right here, and your efficiency

and quality will be enhanced.

At the recent Labelexpo, a new version of Fundamentals, the simple

toolkit for building digital front ends, was previewed. Version 2 comes

with a host of new features that make it easy to print label and flexible

packaging jobs in only a few steps, reducing waste by making the best

use of media and with accurate, consistent colour throughout.  

SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL
Fundamentals is a cooperation between Global Graphics Software

and Hybrid Software, who have worked together to ensure that the

essential software components needed to create a DFE are accessible

from a modern web based user interface designed to remove comp-

lexity from the print process. Providing a native PDF workflow,

Fundamentals is branded and customised to the requirements of a

specific press or application.

Tom Mooney, Fundamentals product manager at Global Graphics

Software, said: ‘Fundamentals combines best in breed technology to

create a simple but powerful digital front end for press manufacturers.

This new version introduces major changes, such as Hybrid’s Stepz

imposition and award winning variable data print composition engine,

as well as significant technology evolutions with multiple parallel

Harlequin RIPs for high speed PDF processing, and a new generation

of ScreenPro that streams image data at the high press speeds

demanded by the new models of digital presses.’

At the exhibition, there was a demonstration of the Mark Andy

version of a digital front end created using Fundamentals in ProWorx. 

Peter Rathje, head of digital solutions at Mark Andy, commented:

‘The best thing about Fundamentals is its simplicity. In digital printing

everyone seems to be making things too complex. Fundamentals

makes it easier to get jobs to the customer. The integration process

was very easy. It took us roughly two weeks to develop a system

where we put a PDF through Fundamentals and produced a label of

sellable quality.’

CONTROL THE WORKFLOW
Fundamentals 2.0 makes it easy for the press operator to keep control

of the workflow. Easy step and repeat and nesting via Stepz with

variable data  composition from Hybrid Software makes it possible to

estimate and plan single or multi-gang jobs and see how the output

will appear when printed, helping to reduce wasted media.

Proofscope allows the operator to verify print separations, cut

marks, barcodes, colours dimensions and density before going

to print.

Clustered Harlequin RIPs feed data to the press at high speed,

without compromising on quality and handling variable data and short

runs with ease. For ultra high speed where every page is different

there is an option to drive data directly to the electronics.

Consistent and predictable colour for a wide range of design and

creation workflows using industry standard tools is achieved with

Harlequin ColorPro. Brand look up tables in a variety of colour spaces

meet the need for colour fidelity and colours can be matched with

conventional output for consistency across a brand presence. There is

support for industry standard ICC profiles, including device link and 

N-channel profiles.

ScreenPro, the multi-level screening engine, streams data directly to

the print electronics at press speed, unlocking maximum productivity

on variable data jobs to process ultra high data rates with the reliability

required to maximise press up time. Advanced Inkjet Screens and

PrintFlat address inkjet quality defects that can’t be corrected mech-

anically, such as chaining, mottling, and banding. 

Fundamentals job management is based on Hybrid Software’s

Cloudflow workflow. In version 2.0, multiple users can submit jobs to

the job queue. Jobs are easy to spot in the queue, indicators show

their status, and operators can easily prioritise rush jobs or reorder

them. Easily brandable, it is possible for a manufacturer to develop

the same look and feel for a DFE to support all their printer models.

FUNDAMENTALLY BETTER
The latest version of the Fundamentals digital front end combines power with
simplicity. We find out more.

PS.
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There are lots of exciting things happening in the world 

of sustainable packaging, with many companies working

in partnership with their customers to produce ever more

eco friendly applications. Here, we highlight just a few great

green ideas.

REPLACING SINGLE USE PLASTIC
Smurfit Kappa has worked with a well known Belgian specialty brewer

to produce a sustainable packaging concept that eliminated the need

for shrink film.

The Kasteel Brouwerij Vanhonsebrouck in Belgium was seeking

to implement a completely circular supply chain and made a number

of changes. These included using recyclable cans instead of glass,

to provide an additional, more future proof packaging solution,

and remove the plastic.

Smurfit Kappa made recommendations for a 100% recyclable,

paper based solution which eliminated the requirement for shrink

film. The sustainable new pack was also attractively designed

and featured an in-built handle to facilitate easy transportation

for the consumer.

Speaking about the collaboration, Kasteel Brouwerij Vanhonsebrouck

CEO, Xavier Vanhonsebrouck, said: ‘It was very nice to be able to

discuss our plans with Smurfit Kappa because it also has a culture

of innovation and worked with us to find the right solution. We

have the perfect packaging for the future now.’

Smurfit Kappa CEO of Europe, Saverio Mayer added: ‘Both our

companies share a deep commitment to sustainability and the

Smurfit Kappa Better Planet Packaging initiative opens up a world

of possibilities for us both.’

In the year following the launch of Smurfit Kappa Better Planet

Packaging, the number of customers choosing paper based

packaging as an alternative to less recyclable alternatives has

grown steadily. 

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
GEA has launched a new sustainable solution, FoodTray, that

combines all the advantages of thermoforming technology,

cardboard and film, to create sustainable packaging that helps

reduce food waste and meets the demands for significantly higher

recycling rates for plastic packaging.

THE GREEN LIGHT
FOR PACKAGING
You can’t talk about packaging these days without mentioning sustainability –
the two quite simply go hand in hand.
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FoodTray is an ecological carton/film composite developed by

GEA and its industry partners to be assembled on the company’s

thermoforming packaging machine, an innovative consumer

friendly solution whose components can easily be separated at 

the end of the supply chain.

GEA has been offering a proven alternative to pure plastic

packaging for years with a carton/film composite solution, which

has now been further adapted to market requirements and

guarantees maximum flexibility.

Thanks to the cooperation from the cardboard, film and

engineering sectors, including the Roba Group, Schur Flexibles

Germany and Van de Velde Packaging, FoodTray combines the

criteria of product claim, haptics, safety, sustainability and industrial

production processes.

This latest packaging innovation is made from cardboard formed

almost entirely from natural raw or recycled material, whilst film

provides an outstanding barrier, helping to extend food shelf life.

Greg Austin, GEA’s UK sales manager – slicing and packaging

equipment, said: ‘FoodTray is a great solution for customers

looking to reduce plastic in packaging without compromising on

shelf life, food safety and presentation. It is also an in line system

that fully integrates into our thermoformer process.’

Reducing film content by up to 70%, fossil based raw materials

are replaced with fibres from renewable raw materials so that

content is more than 80% recycled. At the same time, there is no

compromise in terms of stability and, likewise, the

cardboard and film can be easily separated and

recycled by the consumer.

The film is thermoformed and sealed directly to

the inside of the cardboard box, at which point

the customer specific packaging process can be

implemented. Investment costs are low and the

result is ecologically sustainable packaging with

MAP heights ranging from 20 mm to 60 mm and

skin versions up to 20 mm, while cardboard is

used on the outer box.

Brand information can be printed over the entire surface, facilitating

high quality product presentation and labelling as required. 

A GROWING SOLUTION 
Mr Fothergill’s was looking to re-design its range of ‘Little Gardener’

starter propagator packs, ideal for young gardeners or the smaller

garden, that could also be easily packed and printed.

The company chose to approach thermoforming packaging

manufacturer, Macpac, with its highly efficient thermoforming

machinery and low cost tooling, allowing for increased flexibility

and highly cost effective minimum runs from as little as 1000

units upwards.

Mr Fothergill’s had collaborated with Macpac on earlier highly

successful projects and was therefore well aware of the company’s

capabilities in designing bespoke packaging to brief, time and

budget. With environmental protection also being a key driver, it

was equally anxious to provide a plastic mini propagator tray that

would safeguard its customers’ green credentials, whilst satisfying

the product’s environmental promises.

For both Macpac, protection of the environment is a company

wide objective, and it continually strives to eliminate any damaging

effects across the range of product designs, with the considered

choice of material, manufacture and in the distribution of products

to customers. Its design therefore was to engineer a propagator

tray that contained dimples in the base to retain moisture, the

renewably sourced material chosen was blended with 90% post

consumer recyclate (R-PET), the finished pack itself being 100%

fully recyclable, and end product weight was reduced without

compromising on functionality.

GETTING FRUITY
Waitrose & Partners wanted to reduce the unnecessary use of

plastic packaging to help meet a company wide pledge on

packaging sustainability. To provide an innovative and sustainable

solution for its Duchy Organic grape punnet, the supermarket

turned to fruit supplier Primafruit and DS Smith to begin a collab-

orative packaging design process.

By bringing the three leading companies together, Waitrose &

Partners achieved a packaging solution that would not only reduce

the use of plastic packaging but also optimise the

pack line to ensure efficiencies were gained through-

out the supply chain. 

In collaboration, Waitrose & Partners, DS Smith

and Primafruit produced a cardboard punnet – a

closed loop solution consisting of recycled fibres

which are fully recyclable at their end of life.

By simply exchanging the plastic punnet for a

cardboard version, the sustainable credentials of the

packaging were instantly increased – and predicted to

save Waitrose & Partners 12 tonnes of plastic packaging a year.

David Ellerington, head of business development, UK Packaging

for DS Smith, explained: ‘The increasing focus on sustainability and

environmental impact means that consumers are very aware of the

impact of their product’s packaging. By transitioning to cardboard,

the entire supply chain benefits and consumers can more easily

recycle the packaging.

‘Cardboard is a truly biodegradable and 100% recyclable

packaging material – made from the fibres of recycled paper and

cardboard. This not only avoids the felling of new trees, but also

ensures that the packaging is easily recyclable at the kerbside for

consumers at its end of life.’

Cardboard is a lightweight but strong packaging material that

also makes transporting the punnets more manageable for Waitrose

& Partners in-store.
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The move to a cardboard tray for Waitrose Duchy Organic grapes

was the first pledge to be met as part of the company’s seven

packaging pledges to honour The Prince of Wales’s seven decades

and leadership on sustainability. The step change is expected to

save an initial 12 tonnes of plastic a year.

Tor Harris, Waitrose & Partners, said: ‘The amount of plastic we will

remove by switching from plastic punnets to cardboard is significant

and this packaging first for our Waitrose Duchy Organic and Waitrose

1 Sable grapes highlights our continued efforts to reduce unnecessary

plastic packaging wherever we possibly can.’ 

Not only is the new packaging solution environmentally friendly, but

it also offers Waitrose Duchy Organic the opportunity to increase its

brand visibility in-store. The shape of the new punnet also allows for 

a flexible shelf position, making in-store merchandising of the 

produce easier and more adaptable to the layout of

each individual supermarket.

GOING ORGANIC
Parkside has collaborated with Planet

Organic to create a new compostable pack

as the health food brand makes significant

inroads to its sustainability goals.

The innovative solution created by Parkside

for the health food company’s range of organic

cupboard ingredients replaces its previously non

recyclable plastic packaging for products such as

red rice, apple chips, flaked almonds and gluten

free oats. The new packaging also possesses

improved oxygen barriers performance, which

further extends the shelf life of the goods.

Buying director at Planet Organic, Al Overton,

said: ‘As a company, we strive to be ethically

innovative in every aspect of our operation. The new packaging

created by Parkside has ensured we are achieving that objective,

enabling us to sustainably package a large portion of our product

range. Parkside is an industry leader in compostable packaging, so 

it was the obvious first choice to work with us on this new venture.’

The durable laminate is safe to use for food packaging and is

designed to break down within 26 weeks in a home composting

environment, gaining full accreditation from TUV (formerly Vincotte).

The packaging is also tested for eco toxicity and various other criteria

against EN 13432.

‘Our new range of compostable packaging has helped position us

at the forefront of the market when it comes to sustainability,’ comm-

ented Al. ‘With the current plastic debate not showing any signs 

of slowing down, our innovative solution is beneficial both for

the environment and in terms of being a powerful marketing

tool to environmentally conscious consumers.’

The innovation team at Parkside has dedicated over eight years 

of research and development into compostable laminates. This has

led to the creation of more than 20 accredited home and industrial

compostable structures which make up its Park2Nature range.

New business development manager for Parkside, Paul Lenihan,

added: ‘It was a privilege to be asked by Planet Organic to col-

laborate on this project. The ethos of the company fits perfectly

with our Park2Nature range and we are delighted we were able

to create such an excellent product for the company.’

CHEERS TO A CARRIER RETURN SCHEME
WaveGrip is providing a packaging solution and carrier return scheme

for Orpheus Brewing to help reduce packaging waste and reduce the

brewery’s annual packaging footprint by approximately 85%.

With the aim of reducing overall packaging footprint, the WaveGrip

carriers were the perfect choice for Orpheus. Weighing only 3.5 g for 

a standard six pack carrier, WaveGrip provides an 85% reduction 

in material use when compared to HDPE plastic handles and 10%

savings when compared to traditional ring carriers. 

Reduced manufacturing footprint, transport

costs, and ease of storage also contributed to

the brewery’s decision in choosing WaveGrip.

Compared to HDPE carriers WaveGrip allows for 

up to 370% more carriers per pallet, thereby

reducing overall shipment costs as well as

fuel consumption and the greenhouse gas

footprint for the brewery. 

WaveGrip carriers are recyclable, being made

from LDPE, however the challenge remained to

ensure that the carriers were collected for recycling.

This, together with understanding the differences 

in recycling capabilities, led to the ‘Orpheus Carrier

Recycle Programme’ being established. 

Orpheus drinkers can now return their used carriers 

to any of its taprooms and receive an incentive off future

beer purchases for their efforts (we like that!). Once a sufficient

number of carriers have been returned, they are collected in bulk by

WaveGrip and recycled into a diverse range of products such as

decking, road paving and other types of packaging – or even more

WaveGrip carriers. As part of the bpi Group, over 120,000 tonnes

of plastic is currently recycled every year, minimising waste and

maximising resources as part of the circular economy. 

‘The sustainability of WaveGrip was fundamental to our choice of

carriers and has helped to significantly reduce our packaging usage,’

commented Remco Bos, CEO of Orpheus Brewing. 

‘The final part for us was ensuring that with its recyclability we

could ensure that each WaveGrip carrier was not wasted. Our

Carrier Recycle Programme now delivers this and by incentivising

our customers to return their carriers we have a win-win situation for

both the environment and them.’

Aaron McIvor, managing director for WaveGrip concluded,

‘We know how important sustainability is to our customers and it is

integral to our WaveGrip products and development. We are there-

fore delighted to support this initiative by Orpheus Brewing and

ensure that WaveGrip carriers are collected as part of a circular

approach to packaging.’ PS.
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You don’t often hear us say ‘plastic is fantastic’. You do hear us

talk about the fact that growing trees is sustainable and that

paper based boards are very eco friendly. But what If you

could make plastic from wood based materials too? All of a sudden, it

becomes an environmental option.

That is exactly what is happening at Finnish company, Woodly Oy,

which is developing a new kind of plastic that is carbon neutral. The

packaging material, also named Woodly, is made of cellulose that

comes from sustainably managed and FSC certified forests. 

Woodly is transparent and has the same qualities as regular plastic,

and it can be used in the production of different kinds of recyclable

packaging. The innovation has gained international attention since

it received a high placement in a ranking list by Bioplastic News, a

publication that evaluates bioplastic companies and brands. 

NEW THINKING
Annually each European citizen uses about 100 kilograms of plastics,

and the population growth will most likely increase the consumption

of packaging in the future. In addition to the waste problem that

unrecycled plastics cause, the production of plastic is also draining the

world’s non-renewable resources; most of the raw ingredients that are

used in plastics derive from fossil based sources.

Woodly is developing its new kind of wood based plastic that

uses cellulose from sustainably managed forests as its primary raw

ingredient. Woodly is designed to be recyclable, and as such, its use

accelerates the shift towards circular economy. According to the

company’s estimations, if each plastic package used in Europe could

be replaced with carbon neutral Woodly packages, the reduction in

emissions would be equivalent to 10 million people flying a round-trip

around the globe. 

The global breakthrough of Woodly packages is possible

through cooperation with its partners – Wipak Group and

Amerplast Ltd. Both companies produce plastic packages and

are globally renowned operators.

‘Even though more and more people are talking about the

problems of plastic, it has been estimated that the demand for plastic

is going to quadruple by 2050. We cannot solve the problems caused

by plastics by wishing that people will reduce its consumption.

Instead, we can offer an alternative, which makes it possible for the

consumption to be more reasonable and environmentally friendly,’

said Jaakko Kaminen, CEO, Woodly.

DURABLE AND ECOLOGICAL
There is certainly a need for an environmentally friendly alter-

native to plastic.

The development of Woodly’s material began in 2011 and the

company has manufactured packaging prototypes made of the wood

based plastic for companies in the consumer goods sector. Now it has

been noted internationally as well, by being included in the Bioplastic

News ranking of brands and companies. Woodly was ranked as 13th

on the list, making it the list’s highest ranked start up company, and it

was positioned above many established multinational companies.

‘It is a great honour that our efforts of making the world ecologically

more sustainable has been noted internationally as well. We are

working tirelessly so that in future, we will still have a material that

resembles plastic, but is more durable and ecological,’ said Jaakko.

Technological innovations, such as plastics that are cellulose based

and recyclable, are believed to have an instrumental role in protecting

the environment and mitigating the effects of climate change. During

the summer, World Economic Forum listed cellulose based plastics as

the top emerging technology of 2019.

Innovation continues. Currently, Woodly is developing a product

family made from a new kind of wood based plastic that can be

used in the packaging of different kinds of products.

PLASTIC GETS FANTASTIC!
Finnish wood based plastic is generating international interest – Woodly’s innovation
is a carbon neutral alternative to plastic.

PS.
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Fujifilm has recently launched five new products that will benefit packaging and label printers and converters.

A new Flenex water washable plate, processor and water treatment system, a new LED-UV curing system and inks, and a new

imprinting system.

These new products are designed to help label converters optimise their existing flexo presses, under the slogan ‘Protect the

planet and your profits’. Consisting of enhancements to the company’s water washable flexo plate and processing systems, together

with new LED-UV curing and imprinting solutions, Fujifilm is highlighting just how efficient and eco friendly the production of high

quality labels can be.  

The Flenex FW-FP, the company’s new water washable plate for flexible packaging, is joined by the upgraded SB-938 FLW water

washable plate processor and the new Aquarius Water Treatment System. Sericol JJ LED-UV flexo ink and JF indirect food packaging

compliant UV cured inks are also new, as is the Activ LED-UV system.

Nills Gottfried, segment product marketing manager at Fujifilm Graphic Systems Europe, explained that the new products are

‘designed to ensure the highest quality label production achieved in the most efficient, profitable and eco friendly way possible’.

FLENEX
Fujifilm’s new Flenex FW-FP plate features all the quality benefits of the

established FW-L2 plate as well as added solvent resistance, reduced curling

effect and a thicker polyester base of 188 µm.

SB-938 FLW is Fujifilm’s easy access, all in one, semi-automatic water

washable plate processor designed to provide efficient plate handling. In

combination with the Flenex FW plates, the SB-938 FLW processor offers

very fast platemaking times – under 40 minutes. This is three times faster

than leading solvent systems and 1.5 times faster than current thermal

and water technologies. Nills explained, ‘Our upgraded SB-938, with its best

in class waste water capabilities, is a prime example of Fujifilm’s desire to

manufacture products that support the ever evolving environmental

requirements

demanded by the

industry. It has an array of new

features, including a washing 

section which minimises water use during rinsing, a liftable

brush frame providing easier access for cleaning and a

unique remote diagnostic service, to name a few.’

Rounding off Fujifilm’s new flexographic equipment is the

new Aquarius Water Treatment System. Used in combination

with either the C-Touch or 

SB-938 water wash flexo plate processors, Aquarius reduces

water use, prolongs the bath life and reduces waste water and

processor cleaning times.

FIVE NEW PRODUCTS FROM FUJIFILM:
‘PROTECT THE PLANET AND YOUR PROFITS’



In combination, the Flenex plate, processor and water treatment system can help label converters reduce water use while also ensuring

that their equipment functions effectively for as long as possible.

LED-UV SYSTEMS AND INKS
Fujifilm has also launched a new LED-UV retrofit curing system called Activ, which allows any traditional UV flexo press to be converted to

LED-UV curing, bringing major improvements to label production. ‘Activ takes advantage of the very latest LED-UV curing technologies,

along with Fujifilm’s ink expertise, to deliver an industrial, reliable curing system with none of the disadvantages of higher power and

higher temperature conventional UV lamps,’ said Nills. ‘Activ accelerates productivity, as well as offering quality improvements, greater

application versatility, cost and material savings, and reduced environmental impact.’ 

Launched in tandem with Activ is a new high performance, Sericol JJ LED-UV flexo ink and Sericol JF indirect food packaging

compliant UV cured ink. Both are designed for use with Fujifilm’s existing Illumina and Activ LED-UV curing systems, as well as most

other LED-UV curing systems. The Sericol JF flexo UV ink is formulated to comply with Swiss Ordinance SR 817.023.21 and Nestle

Guidance Note on Packaging Inks 02-2014 and EC Regulation on GMP 2003/2006, making it suitable for indirect food packaging, 

in accordance with EuPIA guidelines. 

INDUSTRIAL IMPRINTING SYSTEM

Finally, Fujifilm has previewed a new Industrial Imprinting System, which offers variable data printing at industrial production speeds.

In an era of mass customisation, imprinting provides a great opportunity to add value and help to increase the range of solutions

companies can offer. The imprinting solution is highly productive and can be fully integrated easily into existing packing or filling

line equipment. Using Fujifilm’s inkjet technology, the imprinting system can print images or information as text, logos, QR or barcodes,

or any other customised data. 

                         TECH IT OUT
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The White Label World Expo is the leading online retail

sourcing show, making it the perfect destination for

manufacturers to showcase their products to a rapidly

growing market. Based in four countries over three continents, it

truly is a global event reaching a truly global audience. 

On November 27 and 28, the White Label World Expo will be held

at the ExCeL in London for two days of unmissable action for the

white label industry. Thousands of global business leaders, entrepren-

eurs, online sellers, retailers, and distributors come together for the

White Label World Expo in order to meet top representatives from the

likes of Amazon, Ebay, and Shopify to further their business and make

long lasting relationships with suppliers that will benefit their business

long term.

WHO SHOULD VISIT?
Why should you go to the White Label World Expo? Well, white

label products are some of the most popular items on the market at

present. As of 2018, the value of market share of white label goods in

the UK stood at approximately 52%, one of the highest figures in the

whole of Europe. This represents a 28% increase from 2014, where the

value stood at 41%.

Moreover, in a new study by Cadence Consulting Group, 54% of

millennials said their choice of retailer is influenced by the private

labels offered, and 60% thought that their chosen retailer’s white 

label products were better than other alternatives. A further study

discovered that approximately 50% of millennials were open to buying

private label products in any category, with 48% of respondents saying

that they expected to buy more in the next 12 months.

These figures suggest that the popularity of white label

products is increasing.

NETWORKING AND KNOWLEDGE
The White Label World Expo will host 300 of the world’s top suppliers,

with a multitude of different products and services. You will find a wide

range of products and services from a selection of sectors including

beauty, health and wellness, personal accessories, food and beverage,

CBD, amongst many more.

Added to this, the Expo attracts over 5000 of the industry def-

ining leaders, creating an unrivalled networking event for all of

the attendees. You will be able to create lasting relationships

with suppliers or buyers throughout the sector, ensuring you 

will be able to strike up business between those you meet;

maximising your business’ opportunities.

The White Label World Expo not only offers the best exhibitors from

the white label and private label industries, but it also possesses a

comprehensive seminar programme, consisting of expert speakers

from every walk of life.

From seminars to masterclasses, their will be plenty of knowledge

sharing. For example, Alan Barrett, CEO and co-founder of Grenade,

will be holding a seminar on how you can benefit your business, or

future businesses by ‘Building a Brand, not a Business’, Likewise,

Andrea D’Ottavio, an experienced tech entrepreneur with over 20

years experience in digital marketing will be sharing his extensive

knowledge on ‘How to use Instagram to Sell More’. Finally, Chloë

Thomas will be hosting a seminar titled ‘Keep Optimising – how 

to Massively Increase your Traffic and Conversions’. Chloë will apply

her 15 years of e-commerce experience to help you identify your

weaknesses and acting on them to be as successful as possible.

GET THE WHITE LABEL EXPERIENCE
The White Label World Expo is coming to London, bringing together sellers,
suppliers and buyers of white labels good from across the globe all under one roof.
We find out more.

PS.

Tickets to attend the White Label World Expo are free.
You can register at www.whitelabelexpo.co.uk 



            

ADF&PCD Paris is returning in January 2020 with a new

co-located premium drinks packaging event, PLD ‘Packaging

of Premium & Luxury Drinks’. This will create a new forum for

packaging creators to share ideas and inspiration, and to source new

suppliers and products from each other’s markets.

ADF&PCD and PLD Paris 2020 takes place on 29 and 30 January

2020 at Paris Expo Porte de Versailles, Paris, and has been developed

around the theme ‘Innovate Together’. The theme reflects the show’s

position as an event covering the closely related markets of drinks,

cosmetics and aerosols; and an event for whole teams involved

in packaging projects across the design, marketing, packaging

development and buying functions within brand owners.

Josh Brooks, event director at ADF&PCD and PLD Paris 2020,

explained: ‘We take pride in being very close to our sector, and

we listen closely to the needs of both buyers and suppliers in

the packaging markets that we cover. It is clear that packaging

developers, designers and buyers share common challenges across

the cosmetics, drinks and aerosol markets – both in terms of technical

challenges and brand positioning.

‘The launch of PLD is a direct response to demand from our

community for an event that offers the opportunity for packaging

creators in the premium and luxury drinks markets to source and

share technologies and ideas; and to learn from their colleagues

in aligned sectors.’

QUALITY CONTENT
ADF&PCD and PLD Paris 2020 is the first event in which the

conference agenda has been developed in close partnership

with an official advisory board, comprising senior people from

across the industry. It includes experts from many of the biggest

names in cosmetics, drinks and personal care, representing

brands such as Beiersdorf, Coty, Diageo, Edrington, Interparfums,

Kao, Unilever and many more.

Josh said, ‘Our advisory board is an evolution of our existing

relationships with the market. It is a strong endorsement of the quality

content we offer each year, both in our theatres and across the show

floor. It also demonstrates just how deeply ADF&PCD has become

embedded within the community since its launch in 2001.’

Confirmed speakers for this year’s event include senior represent-

atives from brand owners including Beiersdorf, Diageo, Johnson &

Johnson, Pernod Ricard and more. There will be 16 hours of content

in total, covering the key themes and challenges in packaging

development: technical challenges, sustainability and material choice,

consumer and market trends, design inspiration and cross-functional

team challenges. 

CROSS POLLINATION
This cross market/cross disciplinary ethos extends to the show floor,

which is organised to allow cross pollination between ADF&PCD

and PLD exhibitors. Suppliers that work across multiple verticals are

housed in a central avenue that connects all zones. An exclusive

gallery of winners of the Pentawards will also showcase the very best

of 2019 entries from across the full spread of the packaging world. 

Tours on offer to visitors will include the ‘Made in France’ tour,

showcasing top suppliers from the French market; and ‘Eco-tours’,

which highlight leading products and suppliers of sustainable

packaging solutions.

The popular Innovation & Technology Theatre will be the

home of new product presentations, launches and insight into

the latest technical possibilities in packaging, with sessions themed

by product type to make it easier for visitors to find the new products

they are looking for. 

Josh concluded, ‘ADF&PCD Paris is already a significant annual

fixture for the worldwide packaging industry. The inaugural PLD

opens the doors even wider, showcasing fresh perspectives from

the $4 billion premium drinks market.

‘The event offers a joined up view of the sector, and we aspire

to initiate all industry dialogue on many of the long standing

and emerging challenges facing multifunctional brand teams.

We are confident that the expanded ADF&PCD and PLD Paris 2020

event will become a forum for truly groundbreaking ideas.’

INNOVATE TOGETHER
Where packaging and cosmetics come together, ADF&PCD Paris will encourage
the beauty, aerosol and drinks packaging sector to ‘Innovate Together’.  

PS.

For more information about the event, please visit
www.adfpcdparis.com
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Tetra Pak has revealed the very interesting findings from a global research study, in partnership with Ipsos, on the two most
pressing consumer demands: the environment and health. They have historically been seen, and communicated, as separate
areas. However, they are increasingly converging, creating pivotal opportunities for brands in how they market their products

over the next 12 months.
With two thirds of consumers now believing that we are reaching an environmental tipping point, consumers overwhelmingly see

themselves as being directly responsible for the world around them, and for their own health. With environmental issues becoming
more evident in daily life, their concerns about the impact on their health is also growing. Nearly 60% of consumers now believe that
their health and wellbeing are strongly affected by environmental problems. 
As one of the only industries that can connect the environment at a personal level to the

individual, by also talking about health, food and beverage brands have an opportunity
to drive change through the way they communicate with their consumers on these
topics, to meet this growing and pressing need.

CONSUMER CONCERNS 
The more concerned about the environment consumers become, the 
more health conscious they become too. Mental health is now
considered equal to physical health: 67% of consumers agree 
that it is a major concern for society, with stress considered the 
most concerning from a personal perspective.
To support brands with navigating this journey, the Tetra Pak Index 2019

reveals six new segments of consumers, each with their own attitudes
around both health and the environment. Each group presents clear
opportunities for targeted products and messaging for brands, in
embracing the convergence of these topics:
Active ambassadors: high engagement in all aspects of health 

and environment, willing to take action, challenge boundaries and
influence others.  
Look to fact based sources such as scientists and academics, as well

as NGOs for advice on the environment. 
Planet friends: willing to take action about the environment with

high engagement on most aspects of health, but less inclined to
challenge boundaries.
Engaged and willing to take action about the environment. High

engagement also on most aspects of health, especially for peace of mind. 
Health conscious: aware and engaged about the environment, but prioritise health

over the planet. Prepared to pay more and sacrifice convenience for healthy products.  
Depend heavily on social media and other online sources.
Followers: engaged enough with health and environmental issues to feel guilty about both,

but not inclined to change behaviour or try new things.
Sizeable mainstream cohort with interesting potential, want to know more and be persuaded

and energised to act. Look to TV/radio more than the average. 
Laggards: lack of knowledge and interest in all aspects of health and the environment. Sceptical

about technology and change.
Look to their own personal, real world networks, particularly towards friends and family.

HEALTHY PACKAGING
Tetra Pak’s 12th annual Index conducted global research to investigate the two
most pressing consumer trends: the environment and health, and how their
convergence is creating pivotal opportunities for brands.
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Sceptics: Aware of environmental issues, but inclined to decline them as ‘fake news’; ‘traditional’ views on food and health.
One in five Sceptics say they don’t take advice on the environment from any media channel.

MARKET DIFFERENCES
While the intersection of personal and planet health is generally on the rise globally, the level of maturity varies between countries. 
In Brazil, consumers are more interested in eco branded and natural products, marked with health, beauty and sustainable benefits

alike. The environment holds a vital place in Brazilian culture, due to the vast scale and biodiversity of nature here. 
For the UK, it is younger consumers in particular who are connecting food, health and the environment, with many seeking to explore

different diets: flexitarian, vegetarian and vegan. Consequently, there are many planet friends here (+14%). 
China cites air pollution as the number one consumer concern for both health and the environment (50% and 70%). As such, there is

an over index of health conscious consumers here (+14%). 

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Environment is the number one global concern, and urgency is growing. Consumers
are therefore making more informed choices over packaging, they are looking
for environmental information in labelling and are purchasing environmentally sound
products even if they cost more. Food and beverage is a key catalyst here. The
number one change ambition for both health and environmental reasons is
greater consumption of environmentally sound food and beverage products.
Consumers now overwhelmingly see themselves as being the most
responsible for both the environment and their own health, with little
difference between the two (71% and 74% respectively), followed by
government and politicians, while brands and retailers feature much
lower down. Packaging and recyclability specifically are critical. 
Gisele Gurgel, director business insights and analytics Tetra Pak,
said: ‘Food and beverage is perhaps the first industry to see the
emerging trend for convergence of health and environment. 
It provides a new opportunity for brands to make a powerful,
purposeful and personal connection with consumers by
addressing and communicating both at the same time.
‘Many consumers are eager to read and learn more about
the environment, including package related topics (39%)
particularly via social networks. In particular, the sweet spot
is natural/organic products; no additives, and seasonal also

rate highly in this regard. In terms of categories, 100% fruit
juice, white milk, packaged water, coconut water and plant based

drinks are the most compelling.’
Lena Gilchrist, client director, Ipsos, said: ‘This research project was

unique in how it combined the two areas of health and environment and
how we have segmented consumers based on the convergence between 

the two. The six segments have different drivers and barriers, and they trust
different sources for information. The implication is that a tailored approach is

needed to communicate with the different consumer groups. While some search fact
based information from scientists, others rely on input from friends and social media.’ PS.

You can download the free Tetra Pak Index report at www.tetrapak.com
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At the beginning of October, Perfect Bindery Solutions held its autumn open house in Oxfordshire with the theme of Wonderland of Print.

At the event visitors explored new possibilities and innovative processes within print and finishing, personalisation, embellishments, laser

technology, augmented reality, and bookbinding, and there was an emphasis on box making.

This was highlighted with a live demonstration of luxury box production from start to finish, beginning with CAD software for packaging, through to

complete production.

Wonderland of Print was a great  success. The event was a real family affair with PBS partners Julia and Steve Giddins organising equipment logistics and

visitor experience while their graphic designer daughter Hannah provided the creative concept for the ’Through the Looking Glass’ theme and the artwork

for the impressive visitor pack which was printed and finished during the three day mini show, for visitors to take away and keep as a potent memento of the

power of print, bindery and packaging.

There will be another event in spring 2020, so get involved!



Per fec t  B inder y  So lu t ions  •  Per fec t  Box  So lu t ions     |     Te l : 01993  840077     |     Ema i l : s teve@binder yso lu t ions . co.uk     |      Web : www.b inder yso lu t ions . co.uk

Box lid, base and
inner riser grooved
on IML DC120

Corner cut on
IML DA910 

Corner taped
on IML DA902 

Foam and card
inserts cut on TML
LasX laser cutter

Cards† printed
and packed by
Ivory Graphics

*Pre-prepared lay-flat book blocks produced by Precision Printing
†Design and artwork for playing cards, book covers, book pages and box lid supplied by Hannah Giddins

Personalised book covers†
printed by Konica
Minolta on the
Accurio Press C3080
and embellished by
KM MGI Jet Varnish. 
Hard cover book cases
produced by Schmedt
who then cased in the
book blocks* – including
head and tail banding

Box lid† covering material printed
by Konica Minolta on
Accurio Press C3080
with personalised
information
collated from
visitors by VPress
and imported
automatically. The
printed material then
foiled by Vivid on the
Matrix Foiling System 

‘Handwritten’ Cotswold
Scone recipe notelet
with covering letter
produced by
Letterbot robot
system using
a Parker
fountain
pen 

Augmented Reality presentation
created by Konica Minolta and
activated via the GenARate
app on the Perfect Box
Solutions page and back
cover of the book – and

also via the Queen of Hearts
in the deck of cards

Presented in a
‘handwritten’ envelope
also using the
Letterbot robot
system

Cover materials for
box base and lid cut

to profile on IML DA910
and glued on IML DA175
hot animal glue unit

with viscosity system
using glues supplied by ACE
Adhesives then transferred to
IML DA900 to wrap the
corner-taped box lids and
bases

Cover materials for
the box supplied by
Winter & Company:
Corvon Shimmer
powder 822 Blueberry
and Corvon Metal Dimple
64520 Byzantine

Personalised Visitor Pack produced at the PBS Wonderland of Print event 8 - 10 October 2019
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FLOWER POWER
Inventor of letterbox flowers, Bloom & Wild, was

seeking the right partner to develop a bespoke

new decorative box for hand tied flowers. The

company turned to DS Smith, renowned for its

sustainable packaging, high quality printing

capabilities and e-commerce experience.

Born of founder Aron Gelbard's vision to

deliver flowers to customers even when they

aren't home, Bloom & Wild launched more than

five years ago. Flowers are sent in bud and

wrapped in petal protectors, allowing the comp-

any to post bouquets in printed boxes that fit

through the letterbox. 

Kerry Dowse, supply operations lead at Bloom & Wild, said: ‘The design of our letterbox pack is based on research that our founder

Aron personally undertook, measuring letterboxes to find the perfect size for our flower boxes. The standout design and print of 

our packaging is vital for our brand, but we also wanted to work with a packaging innovator that shared our views on sustainability –

which made DS Smith the perfect fit.’

Bloom & Wild has established a series of design led partnerships with creative brands including Liberty and Morris & Co. The selected prints

on the outside of the box often inspire the choice of flowers inside, increasing the impact of the gift. The company now offers five

exclusive promotional seasonal packs each year, with three designs available in two sizes. 

In order to ensure that forecasting and timescales are met effectively and efficiently, the partnership between Bloom & Wild and DS Smith is

extremely collaborative. 

Sara Blount, sales manager at DS Smith, said: ‘We work very closely with Bloom & Wild to ensure that the company’s unique packaging

designs are reproduced in the highest quality. These promotional packs deliver a real visual experience for customers so it is vital that the

packaging and its print is bright and colourful, to give the brand experience for which Bloom & Wild is known.’

It was the superior nature of the litho and digitally printed boxes which impressed Bloom & Wild. The process allows for a high quality print

without the corrugated flute being compressed. This is achieved by printing both the interior and exterior designs on roll, before the flute is

placed between the layers and they are laminated together. During the design process, DS Smith has the ability to easily print and produce

packaging samples in the studio, enabling a truly effortless and collaborative experience with Bloom & Wild on site.

SMELL OF SUCCESS
The Experimental Perfume Club was established in 2016 by founder perfumer Emmanuelle Moeglin as an

open access perfume laboratory where visitors could see the behind the scenes of perfume creation and

produce their own bespoke fragrances. 

For the presentation packaging, Emmanuelle worked closely with Pollard Boxes to find a solution that

would enhance and reflect both the uniqueness and premium nature of the fragrances while ensuring

minimal impact on the environment. The requirement was for a box to hold three 8 ml bottles, a dropper

and an empty bottle for the creation of blends, and boxes to hold the individual 50 ml bottles of scents for

subsequent orders. These 50 ml bottles can be returned to the Experimental Perfume Club for refilling.

we love this
What’s exciting and creative in the world of packaging?
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To take into account environmental requirements, only FSC accredited materials and uncoated

and varnished finishes were considered in the selection of the papers at the start of the development

process. Internal fitments are predominantly made of paper with no plastic and minimal foam.

In addition, the strength of the boxes means that they do not require cellophane wrapping

for additional protection, thereby removing unnecessary packaging waste.

The Blending Collections and individual fragrances are packed in rigid slipcases and trays

produced in Colorplan White Frost 135 g/m2 wrapped onto white 100% recycled board. The

slipcases incorporate black foil and the collection numbers for each of the two fragrances per category are post wrapped debossed on the

blending pack and clear foiled on the individual packs, ensuring the most technically appropriate solution for the two different designs. The trays

feature zest or silver coloured ribbon pulls.  

Internally all packs use white lined board, with unlined board and white Edixion 350 g/m2 for the fitments in the individual boxes, and foam

and white tissue paper for the blending box.

On-shelf the boxes combine a white finish with a strong individual colour for each of the three layers; different amounts of colour on the front

of the box distinguish the two fragrances in the layer. The blending box features the Experimental Perfume Club’s grey branding as its main

colour. Overall the decoration effects create a striking image on-shelf that reflects the quality of

the brand while establishing a strong family image.

‘I am delighted with Pollards’ contribution to this project and the resulting high quality packs that

have been produced,’ commented Emmanuelle Moeglin.

‘Creating the right image for the brand was essential but this could not be at the expense of the

environment. Thanks to our close collaboration and Pollards’ open approach, we have developed

a more sustainable pack that is attractive, practical and robust, an important requirement as we did

not want to use any cellophane overwrap.’

GIN’S A TONIC
The Label Makers has produced a label update for gin producer, Hawthorn’s, to celebrate a recent award success. Hawthorn’s has earned

worldwide recognition after being awarded an unprecedented fourth gold medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition.

Hawthorn’s gin was inspired by the grandfather of Hawthorn’s founder, Will Turnage. His grandfather ‘Skip’ was a WW2 Commander in the

Royal Navy who disliked rum so started distilling his own gin made from botanicals he had collected from around the world.

The nautical nature of the gin’s heritage is reflected in the label design. The front label has the textured effect of an original oil painting, with a

depiction of a cold seascape with crashing waves.

Kevin Lyons, sales director at The Label Makers, said: ‘The front label is like a miniature oil painting applied to the bottle. To depict the heavy

strokes that a palette knife would make to lay down thick layers of oil paint, we used highlights of screens to create a similar effect. The outcome

can be appreciated by touch as well as sight, providing the customer with a heightened product experience.

‘To celebrate Hawthorn’s award success, a gold medal for each of the four wins punctuates the seascape design. Gold has been hot foiled on

top of the print, whilst using a second silver hot foil to frame the ‘Hawthorn’s’ title. The hot foil detailing helps to convey the premium nature of

the gin.’

‘The back label follows the same nautical principle, with a double sided print in full colour. Placing the descriptive text on the outside

of the label, allows maximum focus on the image on the inside of the bottle, which can be seen through the liquid. The double sided

label creates maximum shelf appeal, denotes quality and reinforces the nautical theme. We had to adapt our machines to cater to such

a thick label, to ensure we delivered on the

client’s needs,’ he added.

Will Turnage, CEO at Hawthorn’s, said: ‘In the

last five years The Label Makers has produced

approximately 200,000 labels for us. In that time,

we have developed a great working relationship

and the company has earned our loyalty with its

quality craftsmanship and excellent service.

‘This label design is an object of desire. It truly

looks and feels like the oil painting from which it

was copied. We are pleased with how well it has

been received by the trade so far.’
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UPSTREAM BATTLE
We love hearing your good news stories, and we especially love hearing of the positive things that

packaging industry companies are doing to help others.

One such company is Berry bpi, whose Greenock site recently provided its support for the

recent #UpstreamBattle community clean up week, organised by Keep Scotland Beautiful. 

This ambitious campaign aimed to stop litter on land reaching the sea by raising awareness,

gathering evidence, and inspiring action up and down the Clyde valley. 

Berry bpi staff joined businesses, charities, children from local primary schools, and councillor Jim McEleny and MP Ronnie Cowan, to collect

litter at the Belville Community Garden Trust at Craigend Resource Centre. 

Provided with Green Sack refuse bags made from recycled polythene provided by Berry bpi, the day saw many items of litter prevented from

potentially ending up in the sea. Clear guidelines were given to all collectors who helped segregate the litter for recycling, with all suitable

plastics taken back by Berry bpi for reprocessing into its Plaswood furniture range. 

Plaswood is produced from recycled polythene, diverting valuable waste from landfill and providing a realistic, long lasting alternative to

hardwood that itself can be fully recycled at the end of its use. 

‘We had a wonderful time cleaning up the area and working within our local community,’ commented Mike

Baxter, external affairs director at Berry bpi. ‘As a group we already recycle over 135,000 tonnes of polythene

waste, turning them into new products such as Plaswood and we were therefore delighted to donate two benches for

the Craigend Resource Centre to highlight this.’ 

Also demonstrating the importance of recycling and segregation of litter collected on the day, Berry bpi

supported an online competition run by Recoup to win a further Plaswood bench. Volunteers were simply asked to

photograph and submit on social media the most unusual find from the Upstream Battle Week of Action, with the

winner being presented their Plaswood bench later this year. 

On the back 
of the pack
Our favourite of the month...

GOOD NEWS FROM THE SUPERMARKET AISLES
Waitrose is trialling the removal of plastic on thousands of multibuy cans as it continues to remove and reduce single use plastic. 

The plastic wrap, which is used to keep multiple cans attached, will be entirely removed from some canned vegetables. The
move will save 18 tonnes of plastic that cannot currently be recycled. 

Customers will now be able to buy the same cans loose but will continue to pay the lower price for buying in bulk. If a
customer purchases the same amount of loose tins – a multibuy purchase will be charged on checkout.  

Karen Graley, packaging manager, Waitrose & Partners, said: ‘We know shoppers like the convenience of buying a few
cans at a time as store cupboard essentials but we want to remove single use plastic wherever we can. By selling the
cans loose but at multibuy prices, we will be able to pass the cost saving on to customers –
without passing on the plastic.’

Asda meanwhile has moved its entire own brand fresh ready meal range into fully recyclable packaging. 
The trays will by the new Evolve trays from Faerch, made from cPET – a form of detectable and

recyclable plastic. 
The move will transform 775 tonnes of plastic and 45 million ready meal trays from non-recyclable

to recyclable.
Paul Gillow, Asda’s vice president of own brand and commercial strategy, said: ‘Over 130

million of our ready meals are purchased each year by our customers, so this change to packaging
means customers don’t have to prioritise plastic reduction over grocery decision making, ensuring
they can continue purchasing quality products at great prices, but with the added value of recycle
ready packaging.’
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